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Hand Pallet Truck Scales 

Hand pallet truck scales are characterized, first of all, by their extreme robustness 

and perfect quality. The idea was to combine the features important for both, 

weighing and truck manufacturing, and the result is that a device which can be used 

under absolutely different, even very harsh conditions without problems and 

damages, and providing perfect accurate measurement readings has been created. 

In addition to the lifting and transporting function the weighing function makes this 

device a valuable instrument for warehouses, manufacturing and industrial rooms. In 

reality, the scales is literally delivered to the cargo which needs to be both, moved or 

transported and weighed simultaneously.  

 

This type of scales is used mostly in industry and for heavy loads.  



It can be perfect for carrying out control weight checks, shipping, receiving the goods 

in lots etc. some of the models have even got a counting function, gross and net 

weighing. The load capacity of the hand pallet truck scales is quite big and reaches 

(in some models) a few tons. Since it goes about industry, it is clear that the chances 

of damage or influence of external factors (such as water, dust, steam, possible kinds 

of shocks) is inevitable. The hand pallet truck scale that must be used in harsh 

environments can be protected and resistant against all those negative factors, due 

to the stainless steel used for the manufacturing of these machines. The scales are 

constructed in such a way that the sensors are protected against the shocks. Thus, it 

guarantees accurate weighing results under any conditions.  

Supplied with an electronic sensor this type of scales allows an operator to control 

the whole process of weighing, including unexpected situations, when the load 

moves aside or drops off. It also gives information about the height to which the load 

has been lifted and when the necessary for weighing height has been achieved. The 

pallet truck with the weighing scale in it is capable of carrying out the measurements 

even on uneven floors. Big lighted display makes it is easy to get all the readings and 

process them. Due to the internal memory a few weights may be stored and then the 

total weight can be calculated.  

 

All the results and data can be later printed or transferred to the computer. 

Hand pallet truck scales combine the functions of weighing and transportation, which 

helps to raise the efficiency of work, save time and get really good accurate results, 

which are the most important guarantees of high quality. 


